ISDA Wins Regulation Asia’s Industry Association of the Year Award

ISDA has been named Industry Association of the Year by Regulation Asia at its sixth annual Awards for Excellence 2023. The award recognizes industry associations that have shown exceptional leadership in driving regulatory reforms, addressing compliance challenges and promoting financial system stability, including through the development of industry standards, best practices and educational initiatives.

Speeches:

Trading Book Capital: Mark Gheerbrant Welcoming Remarks

Voluntary Carbon Markets Forum: Scott O’Malia Opening Remarks

ISDA Derivatives Trading Forum London: Eric Litvack Chairman Remarks

ISDA Derivatives Trading Forum London: Scott O’Malia Opening Remarks
**Episode 35: Reporting Revamp**

Regulators around the world have been revising their derivatives reporting rules to incorporate global data standards. JP Morgan’s Eleanor Kelly and DTCC’s Syed Ali discuss the importance of the rules and the benefits of taking a digital approach to implementation.

**ASSET CLASSES**

**Equity:**

*Initiative to Enhance the Equity Definitions*

**FX:**

*Strategy for Updating the FX Definitions*

**INFRASTRUCTURE**

**Clearing:**

*Response to FSB on CCP Resolution Resources*

*Response to BoE Consultation on CCP Discretionary Payments*

*Additional Thoughts on Margin Practice*

**PUBLIC POLICY**
Global:

Updated OTC Derivatives Compliance Calendar

Europe:

Joint Trade Association Letter on EMIR Bilateral Margin Requirements for Equity Options

ISDA Paper on Unique Product Identifiers

RESEARCH

Research Notes:

ISDA-Clarus RFR Adoption Indicator: October 2023

ISDA COMMENTARY

Read recent derivatiViews posts:

Thinking About US Treasury Clearing

ISDA In Review from previous months can be found at https://www.isda.org/category/news/isda-in-review/

Please direct comments and questions about ISDA In Review to Christopher Faimali at cfaimali@isda.org